
Empirica WMS helps 
Andrew Page achieve 
rapid delivery growth

Leading automotive trade supplier Andrew Page introduced the Empirica WMS from Chess 
when it opened a new national distribution centre (NDC) in 2012 to support business growth and 
new ways of working. Helped by the application, the business successfully made the transition 
while integrating additional depots into its national network and significantly increasing the 
number of orders delivered. 
Challenge

• Andrew Page identified the need to 
update its WMS to improve processes 
that were becoming inefficient due to 
the changing nature of its business.

• Suppliers previously delivered direct to 
each depot in the network, which meant 
some would be making multiple visits each 
week to over 60 locations. As the number 
of suppliers grew to support a bigger range 
of items, and more products were sourced 
in bulk from the Far East, the process 
was becoming increasingly inefficient.

• Andrew Page recognised its processes 
could be simplified by consolidating 
consignments from multiple suppliers 
into single daily orders for each depot 
but it needed a larger distribution 
centre with greater capacity and an 
improved WMS system to handle its 
more complex requirements.

Solution 

• Andrew Page identified some additional 
process requirements including the 
need to determine the correct allocation 
by depot for stock received at the NDC 
as well as supporting a new dedicated 
physical handling process. 

• Also required was the capability to provide 
stock visibility and availability to depot 
and head-office sales teams.
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• Chess implemented Empirica and 
developed key interfaces with other 
business applications, including 
Andrew Page’s new ERP system.

• Chess configured the hand-held RF devices 
with the communications infrastructure.

• The company also offered advice on the 
best way to configure the warehouse for 
simple and efficient order picking. 

Benefits 

• The new distribution model simplifies 
operations as more stock is 
consolidated in a single daily delivery.

• Depots can view available inventory, 
place orders and check scheduled 
deliveries online using information 
generated by Empirica and other systems.

• Order accuracy is very high which means 
less time is needed to check arrivals.

• The NDC increased deliveries by around  
80 per cent in its first year and is generating 
more than 35,000 invoices a day.

• Suppliers agreed that delivering stock 
through the NDC would remove 
complexity and cost which would allow 
them to be more flexible on pricing.

• The company aims to fulfil customer 
orders on-demand from depot stock within 
an hour. Other items can be delivered 
overnight to any depot direct from the NDC. 

At A Glance 

Key company facts:

Industry: Industrial.

Location: Markham Vale, Derbyshire, 
UK.

Application: Empirica WMS with hand 
held RF terminals.

Benefits:

• Increased deliveries by around 80 
per cent in first year of operation.

• Majority of orders fulfilled on 
demand from depot stock within an 
hour.

• Complexity and cost removed from 
supplier deliveries.

• More stock consolidated into single 
deliveries.

• Depots can view available 
inventory, place orders and check 
scheduled deliveries online.



Chess Logistics Technology Limited has provided software for logistics 
and distribution applications for nearly 30 years and is recognised as a 
specialist in its field. The company has an extensive client list of national 
and international companies.

For further details contact: 0161 888 2580. 
www.chess.uk.com

Expanding operation – changing needs

Andrew Page is one of the UK’s largest 
distributors of quality auto parts, workshop 
equipment, tools and diagnostics.

Suppliers previously delivered direct to 
each depot in the company’s network, 
which meant some would be making 
multiple visits each week to over 60 
locations. As the number of suppliers 
grew the process was becoming 
increasingly inefficient.

Andrew Page recognised its processes 
could be simplified by consolidating 
consignments from multiple suppliers into 
single daily orders for each depot. 
However in order to do so it needed a 
larger distribution centre and a more 
sophisticated WMS. Hatmill, a specialist 
logistics and supply chain consultancy, 
was brought in to manage the project. 

An ideal site for the NDC was found at 
Markham Vale in Derbyshire and following  
a competitive tender, Empirica from Chess 
was selected as the new WMS solution.

In addition to core functionality offered by 
Empirica, Andrew Page identified additional 
process requirements including the need 
to determine the correct allocation by depot 
for stock received at the NDC and the capability 
to provide stock visibility and availability 
to depot and head-office sales teams.

Chess Logistics Technology 
Ltd, Avocado Court, Commerce 
Way, Westinghouse Road, Trafford 
Park, 
Manchester. M17 1HW UK
T: +44 (0) 161 888 2580 
F: +44 (0) 161 888 2590 
E: info@chess.uk.com

Chess completed the installation and 
configured the hand-held RF devices with 
the communications infrastructure with an 
implementation specialist managing the 
process from beginning to end.

Taking control

All stock movements and order picking at 
Markham Vale are managed by Empirica 
and orders are picked throughout the day 
by staff using hand-held RF devices. Empirica 
manages pick sequences dynamically to 
ensure efficient order completion and staff 
pick orders for two depots at once. In the 
small parts section they pick up to six orders 
into roll cages. Correct sequencing ensures 
heavy and bulky items such as batteries 
are picked first for optimum pallet or cage 
loading and stability during transportation.

Andrew Page operates its own transport 
fleet and aims to fulfil customer orders 
on-demand from depot stock within an hour. 
Other items can be delivered overnight to 
any depot direct from the NDC. 

The new distribution model simplifies 
depot operation because more stock is 
consolidated in a single daily delivery. 
Depots can view available inventory, place 
orders and check scheduled deliveries 
online using information generated by 
Empirica and other systems. 

Order accuracy is very high which means 
less time is needed to check arrivals.

Incoming goods are scanned using RF 
equipment to verify the details and allocate 
a specific storage location for put away.  
Full pallets are also made available for 
immediate delivery to depots. Via an 
interface, Empirica ensures stock is available 
for sale by depots or the head-office sales 
team as soon as it is recorded. This enhances 
stock visibility and availability for improved 
customer service.

Around 60 per cent of stock currently 
passes through the NDC but this will 
increase as more suppliers transfer to the 
new model. This, coupled with business 
growth and the larger depot network, 
meant the NDC increased the deliveries 
by around 80 per cent in its first year. The 
business is generating more than 35,000 
invoices a day.

Information produced by Empirica is 
available to other business systems via 
the interfaces configured by Chess. 
Managers can access data and compile 
reports whenever they want providing 
snapshots of processes such as picking 
and receipts, which allows colleagues in 
different parts of the business to discuss 
and agree priorities.

Chess responded when we needed 
something, pricing has been fair and any 
changes are agreed and delivered on time. 
The entire process has been robust and we 
use the implementation as an example of 
good practice. If we were doing it all again I 
would go straight to Chess.
Steve Coleman, IT Director at Andrew Page.
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